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Abstract: Latest language status for US WRC 2012 draft proposal item 1.6, RR 5.565

Purpose: Submit to 802.15 THz IG document archive and ongoing discussion towards WRC 2012
Notice: This document has been prepared to assist the IEEE P802.15.  It is offered as a basis for 
discussion and is not binding on the contributing individual(s) or organization(s). The material in this 
document is subject to change in form and content after further study. The contributor(s) reserve(s) the right 
to add, amend or withdraw material contained herein.
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and may be made publicly available by P802 15and may be made publicly available by P802.15.
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ITU – International Telecommunications Union
Is a standards development organization and specialized agency of the UN charted to develop global “open standards” for 
Telecommunications (ITU-T) and radio spectrum management (ITU-R)

WRC  - ITU World Radio communications Conference 2003, 07 , 12, 16…..
World conference and meeting of member states  who gather to revise an international treaty  known as Radio Regulations that define 40 
Radio-communication services and spectrum considerations ranging from amateur to professional (commercial) services 
such as mobile and satellite communications driven by the growth and challenges of the information and communication technologies

Member 
State

USG – United States Gov.
FCC – Federal Communications Commission
NTIA - National Telecommunications and Information Administration MemberNTIA National Telecommunications and Information Administration
NASA – National Aeronautics and Space Administration
WAC – Wireless Advisory Committee
IWG-4 Informal Working Group -4

US spectrum considerations

Member 
State

US spectrum considerations
The US Department of State relies upon the National Telecommunication and Information Administration
(NTIA) and the Federal Communications Commission(FCC) as the expert agencies on the WRC agenda items
and global spectrum considerations. These agencies will draw upon the expert knowledge of other
organizations such as NASA to help define the US position on telecommunications and spectrum issues.
The governments of other countries have their own agencies that perform similar tasks. And engage in Working
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Recent changes in the US proposals language 
for WRC-2012 agenda item 1 6 Radio Reg 5 565
The issue
The earlier US position regarding the draft language and content of  the US draft submission for WRC2012 

for WRC 2012 agenda item 1.6, Radio Reg. 5.565 

The earlier US position regarding the draft language and content of  the US draft submission for WRC2012 
item 1.6, Radio Regulation 5.565, included and acknowledged in the body of the text, the potential for “active” 
services at  terahertz frequencies (0.275 -3THz) and for experimentation and development at these frequencies.

This position in more recent US drafts was revised and reversed so that any mention of “active” services, 
i i d d l 0 2 1 f i d l d id if i iexperimentation and development at 0.275-1THz frequencies was deleted. Language identifying active 

services at frequencies from 1-3THz was still retained in body of the text as it was generally recognized that at 
these frequencies and associated atmospheric losses, that there was little threat of interference to passive 
(science) services from active sources.

The reason provided
WRC2012 agenda item 1.6 and Radio Reg. 5.565 were intended to only address passive services (science), 
where as WRC-2016 (with suitable new agenda item inclusion in WRC 2012) could be the first opportunitywhere as WRC 2016, (with suitable new agenda item inclusion in WRC 2012), could be the first opportunity 
to address active (commercial) services at THz frequencies. Therefore the inclusion of language related to 
active services in WRC2012 was considered to be confusing to the intent and focus of WRC2012, and was 
thus deleted.
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Wh h ld b tt ti b t th d US WRC 2012 lWhy we should be attentive about the proposed US - WRC 2012 language
The removal of language inclusive of “active” THz services in specific frequency bands of the THz spectrum
has been proposed in the US WRC2012 agenda item 1.6 contribution. The successful deletion of this active
service language would likely generate confusion and concern from the perspective of THz communicationsservice language would likely generate confusion and concern from the perspective of THz communications
advocates and investors. This especially at a time when governments and the global communications
industry are struggling to provide more broadband spectrum to satisfy societies demand for more
bandwidth intensive wireless services.

1. The removal of active service language in agenda 1.6 as proposed by the US IWG-4, though logical in function ,  has seeded confusion 
within  the THz commercial research and development community,  and specifically as to the long term availability of this spectrum for 
commercial  activities. Additionally,  there is as yet no definite scheduled agenda items to address active services  in up coming WRC’s. 
This unresolved status could consequently discourage vital near term intellectual investment and critical R&D capital for the emerging 
THz commercial and communications market.

2 The recent proposed language changes in the US WRC agenda item 1.6 draft, and in addition, statements by other spectrum interested 
organizations such as the International Amateur Radio Union, have clearly identified the THz spectrum as a spectrum of great interest. 
Without some closure regarding active services, this then leads to questions as to how  this spectrum will be eventually apportioned to 
all the interested parties. This especially as THz  markets begin to blossom over the next few years and likely prior to 2016.

3. Many other ITU member states to date, seemed to have taken a largely neutral position or were in step with the recent US proposals 
removing active service language. To their credit, a few member states have included pro-active service agenda item 1.6 language in their 
proposals for the upcoming WRC2012 meeting.

4. Assuming the adoption of proposed passive services language in item 1.6 for WRC2012, that deletes active service language between 0.275 -
h l di d h ld b i d i i d i i d1 THz,  what scale of  coordinated effort then would be required to create a new pro-active service agenda item  in WRC 2012, and for 

eventual  for address  and consideration  in WRC 2016  or some future WRC.

From the 802.15 THz IG perspective, it would be prudent, (and more likely successful for the commercial THz industry), if the pro- active 
services language were re-inserted back into the US draft document, adopted and retained by the WRC2012 assembly.  Thereby such pro-
active language would be already established and recognized prior to the creation of a new “active” service agenda items proposed for
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active language would be already established and recognized prior to the creation of a  new active  service agenda items proposed for 
WRC2016. The addition of active service language would come at little cost to WRC2012’s agenda item 1.6. 
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What to do? A little recent history

•In January of 2008, the 802.15 THz IG successfully lobbied 802.18 ITU Radio Regulatory TAG to issue a letter to the US
Working Group 1A, via the 802 chairperson, to formally express 802.15 THz IG’s concern as to the status of the US 
draft language in agenda item 1.6 and Radio Reg. 5.565, pertaining to language eliminated from draft agenda item 1.6 g g g g , p g g g g
that had recognized active THz services and development – this letter though received was not formally responded to.

•In 2009, due to the unsuccessful letter response, the author being US based and in discussions with the 802.18 and 802.15 THz IG 
membership and leadership, elected to take a more direct approach and engage the US Working Groups 7D,C directly by 
participating in their meetings where possible.participating in their meetings where possible.

•As someone unfamiliar with the WG process, the author required some time to learn the procedures and to track down the key 
individuals and  processes required to address the language issues within the relevant US WG’s regarding agenda item 1.6, Radio 
Reg. no.5.565 language.

•The author quickly accessed it would be more effective to  have a larger and more officially recognized contact organization, 
familiar with the US  WG’s and WRC processes, to represent his concerns to over the agenda item 1.6 language to the USG and 
IWG-4 . More so, this connected USG facing internal organization could identify critical groups and individuals within the USG 
and WRC active community to approach and discuss the language concerns. The author successfully engaged his companies 
internal corporate ITU T&R facing organization in May June of 2010 and which then lead to meetings with the NTIA FCCinternal corporate ITU-T&R facing organization in May-June of 2010, and which then lead to meetings with the NTIA, FCC, 
NASA and the IWG-4 in late July 2010.  
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M ti T d J l 20th

Critical meeting schedule
Meeting  Tuesday  July 20th

Purpose;  
• For AT&T to present a perspective of a possible future THz based communications industry market and revenue opportunity

(My special thanks to Ho-Jin Song NTT Corp. for providing critical NTT THz market source material for this meeting)

Location; Conference call  between NTIA, FCC, NASA and AT&T

Meeting  Wednesday  July 21st   - Informal Working Group IWG -4 Meeting
Attending; USG and IWG-4 AT&T and interested parties

y p g p p g g
• Provide an AT&T sponsored (crafted) submission to modify language in WRC 12  agenda item 1.6, Radio Regulation 5.565 that  adds suitable 

language back into the draft proposal to recognize experimental and technological development of “active” services between 275-3000GHz 

Attending;  USG and IWG-4, AT&T and interested parties
Purpose;  
• For IWG to review and modify AT&T proposed language with AT&T representatives in real time 
• Vote on AT&T’s proposed item 1.6, Radio Regulation 5.565  language modifications Resolution for addition in and agenda proposals

for the US proposal for WRC2012 .  IWG-4 approved AT&T language proposal.

Meeting  Wednesday  July 28st   

WRC Advisory Committee (WAC) meeting at the FCC 
• IWG-4 presented the AT&T draft proposal among many others for consideration and approval by the WAC for inclusion in the US 

proposals for WRC-2012.
• There were no comments or objections related to the AT&T THz language changes and the proposal was approved unanimously.

Going forward to WRC-2012
•Proposals approved by the WAC now move forward for language reconciliation between the FCC and NTIA. Given NTIA and NASA support for  
AT&T’s modified language in Item 1.6, it is hopeful that the language proposals will be accepted (as approved by IWG-4 and the WAC).

•This review among many other language proposals modifications is still in process

j g g g p p pp y
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This review among many other language proposals modifications is still in process
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Edited Language to NTIA proposal regarding Agenda Item 1.6, Radio Regulation No. 5.565
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C l iConclusion
Though we have  managed to insert pro-active service language back into the US draft for agenda item 1.6, Radio Reg. 5.565. The new 
US position must still be supported, approved and retained by the rest of the member states in the finalized language of the upcoming 
WRC 2012 meeting This is not a foregone conclusionWRC 2012 meeting.  This is not a foregone conclusion.

Additionally a new agenda item focusing on “active services” at THz frequencies must be scheduled for WRC 2016. This new agenda 
item must be initiated and approved via agenda item AI8.2 in WRC2012, This process has been started by Dr. Thomas Kuerner.

More so!
Hopefully with approval in WRC2012 for a new “active” services THz agenda item, the real work for the successful development of   
THz communications technology and infrastructure will ensue.  After 2012, and with an “active” services agenda item in place, the 
relevant WRC member states working groups will begin to focus critically on the language and technical detail regarding the 
coexistence between proposed  “active” (commercial) services and existing passive (science) THz services, including emission 
methods and system architecture.

How should the 802.15THz IG respond and engage the THz community and the WRC-WG’s going forward?

Phase 1)  In preparation for the WRC “active” services THz agenda item schedule, the 802.15 THz IG membership (or its decedent), in 
collaboration with the greater THz research science (active and passive services) and industry should find means to work together andcollaboration with the greater THz research, science (active and passive services) and industry should find means to work together and 
coordinate through 802.15THz IG to define a viable THz communications system architecture. This THz architecture, at least to a the 
high level, would define the science, engineering and market details of an indoor and outdoor open air communications architecture 
utilizing the lower path-loss THz bands between 0.275THz  and 1THz. In parallel, this architectural definition should stimulate the 
initiation of supportive 802.15 THz device and operations standards.

Phase2)  It will likely be necessary that some “real world” testing and evaluation of coexistence between active and passive services 
will be necessary to provide viable evaluative data. The 802.15 THz IG must consider the means to build and demonstrate such a THz 
communications demonstration platform, (perhaps through collaboration between one or more of its member institutions). This 
platform could then be used to evaluate the feasibility of co-existence between existing passive and active services in partnership with 

i i t ti i ti R lt f h l tf ill h l th l t WRC ft th t i bl d
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passive services representative organizations. Results from such a platform will help the relevant WRC craft the most viable and 
mutually acceptable decisions and policy for the coexistence between passive and active THz services going forward.


